BioHorizons announce exciting new launch with Biotime and their i-Bridge. Leading dental implant company BioHorizons will soon announce the exciting launch of i-Bridge and i-Bridge 2. Brought to the UK by BioHorizons through an exclusive arrangement with BioHorizons Sweden, i-Bridge is a screw-retained implant system that is milled from a single piece of titanium metal or fabricated in cobalt chrome.

A perfect fit without any tension in the framework, i-Bridge is compatible with most major implant systems and available in three variations: i-Bridge 1, i-Bridge 2 and i-Bridge evolution, dependent on the case.

On receiving the impression from the dentist, the dental technician produces a model, designs the framework and sends to Biotime in Sweden via a pick-up service, where it is scanned digitally and returned to BioHorizons Sweden, i-Bridge is a screw-retained implant system that is milled from a single piece of titanium metal or fabricated in cobalt chrome.
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Blending regardless of the light conditions
The light- and dual-curing hybrid system from Vescivadent
Excite F and Excite F Duc are fluoride-releasing total etch adhesives from Vescivadent. The choice of the product to use depends on whether one is working on a regularly or not, whether the light curing will be able to cure the adhesive.
In addition to being supplied as a single-dose vials, Excite F is also now available in the new 10vial delivery form. The amount of adhesive contained in a single-dose vial is approximately 120 applications. This can help improve accessibility of the cavity if the cavity is not accessible with the curing light or if chemically-curing composites are used, the dual-curing Excite F Duc (Dual Care Single Component) material is indicated.
Excite F Duc is available in hydrophobic single-dose vials in two sizes: Quadra for normal preparations and Small for micro-cavities and endodontic applications.
Call 0116 284 7880 now, or speak to your local Ivoclar Vivadent Product Manager for more information.
Contact Ivoclar Vivadent Ltd, Ground Floor, Compass Building, Felbridge Close, Enderby LE19 1GE
TEL: 0116 284 7880

Klin-Up Ultra professional sensitive hand sanitizer is now available from all good dental wholesalers.
For further information on new Klin-Up Ultra visit www.alexpharmacy.co.uk

Radiographs are often misleading.
The Ray-Pex® 5 apex locator is designed to specify the most effective and aspirations of each professional who wishes to build a professional business that delivers value to its owners.
For more information please visit www.laundlizador.co.uk or call Landell & Rose on 020 7790 9333

*Nunivores’ loxepes offer excellent visual clarity*
‘Practitioners who are especially concerned with the quality of work that a busker quality should look no further than Nunivore’s range of loxepes for excellent depth of vision and sophisticated design. The EyeMag Pro, the EyeMag Smart and the Carl Zeiss QTX offer state-of-the-art magnification solutions without compromising reliability.’
Dr. Dornell McHenry, an experienced implantologist at Bath Spa Dentistry is delighted with the results offered by his EyeMag Pro loxopes. ‘I have found that the EyeMag Pro loxopes provide excellent visual clarity’
and have said that for some patients, the service Nunivore has provided me, and I also use a number of their other products in the Carl Zeiss range.’
The EyeMag Pro has an expansive and spacious visualisation extending right to the peripheral zones, and promotes comfortable working and good posture. A choice of eight different degrees of magnification from 1.25 to 5 is offered.
Nunivore offers a comprehensive service including a survey of the client’s equipment needs, full installation, training and prompt aftercare, and also offers the environmentally friendly alcohol-free Continu range of disinfectants.
For more information please call Nunivore on 01453 759769 or email info@nunivore-ltd.com
www.nunivore.co.uk

Blue phase (G2) ‘Top Light-Curing Unit 2010’
Blue phase has been named top curing light of the year 2010 by the independent US testing institute “The Dental Advisor”. This is the second top light-curing unit with polymerization LED box out performed all competitors – many of them newly launched products – also in the second category. The testing institute describes bluephase as follows:
• "This new generation light-curing unit is great to have one light that cures everything!"
• "The design and power are great!"

An award we are proud of
The award by “The Dental Advisor” can be seen as a very useful specification for the bluephase marketing activities.

The comprehensive package of services is tailored to the specific needs and liabilities whilst enhancing personal wealth.

Anyone refusing to declare any unpaid tax faces criminal prosecution, as well also offer the environmentally friendly alcohol-free Continu range of disinfectants.
For more information please call Nunivore on 01453 759769 or email info@nunivore-ltd.com
www.nunivore.co.uk

Thought to cost the economy £3bn per annum, doctors and dentists earning more than £100,000 a year have been identified as the first group to be targeted.
Anyone refusing to declare any unpaid tax faces criminal prosecution, as well
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Choice of both 50ml (Desk-top) and 50ml (personal size) dispensers
Klin-Up Ultra professional sensitive hand sanitizer is now available from all
good dental wholesalers.
For further information on new Klin-Up Ultra visit www.alexpharmacy.co.uk

DENTSPLY’s Endodontic Procedural Team – Raising the success of root canal treatment
Since the fundamental goal of endodontic treatment is the elimination of bacteria from the tooth and treating the disease process, starting with the placement of Ash® Rubber Dam prevents re-contamination from saliva during the procedure.

Adequate preparation of the access cavity is a critical step in the procedure, the objective being straight line access to the orifice and the underlying root canal system. Poor access cavity preparation can lead to an increase in treatment time, long and broken instruments, and failure. Start off in a new range of ultrasonic tips that will allow you to eliminate root canal debris with minimal effort and distortion within 30 seconds.

The Ray-Pex® 5 apex locator is indispensable for length control where radiographs are often misleading. Since the advent of Nickel Titanium files, instrumentation has become quicker and easier. DENTSPLY’s ProTaper® ProTaper® Universal rotary and hand files, chosen by most dental professionals, permit the rapid and safe shaping of root canals.

DENTSPLY’s Protaper – Cutting edge technology, perfect for daily practice
ProTaper® Universal NiTi files combine speed, quality, simplicity and safety for shaping of root canals with both rotary and hand files.
Each ProTaper® Universal NiTi file exhibits a unique tapering sequence which gives rise to the number of benefits that DENTSPLY prides itself on.
These practices benefit from a dedicated service to maintain and support with the latest equipment.

Superior access with Cavitron® THINN™
Cavitron® THINN™ provides itself on developing products that help Dental Care Professionals provide the highest standards of care in endodontic therapy.

Kerry-Ann Booth has been a dental hygienist since qualifying in 2007. Based at the Carmarthen House Dental Practice in Bradford, she describes why she uses the Cavitron® THINN™, “I find the Cavitron® THINN™ has made my job much easier. It’s noticeably thinner than other scaling tips, which means the access is very good. I now use the THINN™ everyday to treat patients with moderate to severe periodontal disease. It is excellent for removing tight pockets as well as areas that are difficult to reach. I also find it is great for removing intrasulcular.

The Cavitron® THINN™ really does the job and I would recommend it to all my colleagues.”

Designed to reach interproximal surfaces and locations with tight tissue attachment, the THINN™ nozzle provides the Silverline insert. For excellent quality, reliability and DENTSPLY to provide the best quality products at every step.

For more information please contact your local representative,
Freephone +44 0800 072 3313
Or visit www.dentsply.co.uk
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